Creative homework Projects for our
Home Learning Heroes!
The children in Year 2 will be taking part in ‘Creative Homework Projects’ that we would like them to
complete over the coming weeks. They will be able to demonstrate their creative talents and share
their findings with the whole class.
Your child should choose at least one task. We hope you see this as an opportunity to support your
child in their learning as well as having fun!
All work produced will be on display in your child’s classroom and will be awarded a certificate.
We look forward to seeing the results and would like the children to bring their completed projects
into school from the 13th February so that they can share and celebrate each other’s achievements.
May we take this opportunity to thank you for your
Continued support.
The Year Two Team
Miss Fletcher

Mrs Crawford Brown

Mrs Skidmore

Mrs O’Brien

Land Ahoy! – Creative Homework Projects
Please complete at least ONE of the tasks. Here are some ideas to help you. Please bring to school from
13th February 2017 Good Luck!

Make a book
Make a book about a famous
boat or ship. Write some

Visit
Why not visit a museum and
write about your experience.

Library
Visit the library and borrow some
non-fiction or fiction books about

interesting facts, down load
images or draw pictures.
REMEMBER to ask an adult
when using the internet.

Take some pictures to
present to the class about
your visit.

pirates or explorers. Write a book
review about the book you have
read.

Get creative
Make a boat. What materials
will you use? How will you
design it? What will you put

Treasure
Make a treasure chest filled
with treasure. Use recycled
materials. What will your

Make a map
Make a treasure map. Can you stain
the paper with a damp tea bag to
make it look old? Where is the

in it?

treasure be? Who does your

treasure hidden? Can you write

Can it float on water?

treasure belong to?

some instructions for someone to
find the treasure?

Map skills

Co-ordinates

Battleships

Get a holiday brochure. Look
up all the countries featured

Draw a grid and create a
trial on a map that requires

Look up the instructions for the
game battleships. Can you create

in it. Can you find these
countries on a map? What is
the weather like there?
Would you like to go there?

co-ordinates to find the
treasure. Write the coordinates for someone to
discover the treasure.

your own battleships game? Use old
cereal boxes and recycled
materials to create it.
‘You sank my pirate ship!’

Write about why you would
like to go there.

‘Arrrrrrrrr!’

